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ABSTRACT
We present a measurement of the photon structure function Fj in the reaction ee—»eeX for

Q3 in the range 10 < Q3 < 60 GeV3, using 285 multihadron events obtained with the TPC/Two
Gamma detector at PEP. The data have been corrected for detector effects using a regularized
unfolding procedure. Using our previous low Q3 measurements to estimate the hadronic compo-
nent, we perform a QCD analysis at high Q3 within the context of the regularisation scheme of
Antoniadis and Grunberg. We obtain rather safe bounds on the value of the QCD scale parameter
of 119 ± 34 < Ajjg < 215 ± 55MeV.
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l . INTRODUCTION.

Measurement of the photon structure function, F j , has been the subject of

considerable interest as a means of testing QCD and measuring the QCD scale

parameter, Ajjjg. This is because structure function contains a point-like core,

arising from the direct coupling of quarks to the photon target, which can be

calculated using the methods of perturbative QCD . This component exhibits

strong scale-breaking and is sensitive to Arjg:

Here, Q2 is (minus) the square of the four-momentum transfer to the target

photon. There exist additional hadron-like components of the photon structure

function, arising from the hadronic matrix element of the photon, which cannot

be calculated. These terms must be estimated by alternative means or measured

experimentally. The point-like component is expected to dominate for sufficiently

deep indastic scattering.

ft

For currently available experimental data, however, estimates of the hadronic

component suggest that it is a significant fraction of the total structure function.

Furthermore, the separation into point-like and hadronic components is prob-

lematic because calculation of the point-liie piece in isolation leads to spurious

poles in the moments of F j . In the real world, these poles must certainly be

cancelled by other terms. In the case of the virtual photon structure function,

this cancellation is well-understood and completely calculable.4 Unfortunately,

the presence of an additional high momentum scale, the mass-squared of- the tar-

get photon, P2 » Ajjjg2, effectively relegates the dependence on A ĵg to higher



order terms. The overall scale of Fj is then much less sensitive to Aĵ g. For

similar reasons, measurements of F j are only weakly dependent on A^g if the

separation of point-like and hadronic pieces is based on a p t scale, or if the

Q2-evolution of the structure function from its measured value at some reference

scale, QQ, is considered. Initial estimates of this Joss of sensitivity may, how-

ever, have been unduly pessimistic. In a recent paper, Frazer has obtained

quantitative estimates of the uncertainties in the point-like part induced by the

unknown behaviour below the momentum cut-off. Whereas these uncertainties

are indeed large for Q2 & 5GeV2, they decrease as Q' increases. For Q2 in the

range 10 - 60GeV2 they fall to ~ 10 - 15%.

An alternative approach to the problem of pole cancellation, which avoids

the introduction of additional momentum scales, has been given by Antoniadis,

Grunberg and Marleau. Using the structure of the virtual photon solution as

a guide, they have demonstrated that the poles can be regulated in such a way

that the structure function depends on additional unknown parameters, one for

each pole, the effects of which are restricted to small values of x. Indeed they find

that up to the currently available order in perturbation theory, the introduction

of a single additional parameter suffices. Their solution can be expressed in the

form:

Fj = F5Bg + A(x,t) + F$ad. (2)

F™E is the regular part of the pointlike contribution; at fixed x and Q2, it de-

pends only on the QCD scale parameter, K^g. The term A(x,t) results from

the cancellation of the pole between singular parts of the point-like and hadronic



contributions and depends on the unknown parameter, t. This contribution is,

however, only significant at small values of x and, for x *£ 0.2, the overall value of

F2 is almost independent of t This permits a sensible fit of the two parameters

t and Aĵ g to the data. The uncertainties in the point-like piece discussed in the

previous paragraph here re-emerge in the non-uniqueness of the regularisation

scheme. The residual, non-singular, hadronic component, F^** is not calculable

and is a further source of uncertainties based on measurements of F j .

In a previous paper, we presented a measurement of A ĵg at Q2 = 5.lGeV2

in which low Q2 data were used to obtain an upper limit for F ^ . Because

this term exhibits the veak scale-breaking behaviour characteristic of hadron

targets, it is expected to become suppressed as Q2 increases. This fact, together

with the logarithmic increase of the point-like term can be exploited to reduce

uncertainties in a A^g determination at high Q2.

We have now extended our previous measurements to the Q2 range 10.0 <

Q2 < 60.0GeV2. In this paper, we present a measurement of the photon structure

function based on a sample of 285 events which we use to determine Arrg in the

context of regularised QCD. We take full advantage of the increase in Q2 to reduce

uncertainties in this determination, by evolving the results of our previous low

Q2 measurement to obtain an upper limit for T^ valid at the mean Q2 of our

data sample,< Q2 > = 22.4GeV2.

The data were obtained with the TPC/Two-gamma detector at PEP during

the 1982/1983 run period and correspond to a total integrated e+e~ luminosity

of 75 pb"1 .



After a brief description of 77 kinematics and notation in Section 2, we

describe the detector, data selection and estimation of background contibutions

in Section 3. The data analysis method, including a discussion of the Monte

Carlo simulation, is given in Section 4. The results are presented in Section 5

and compared with QCD predictions.

2. KINEMATICS OF THE TWO-PHOTON PROCESS.

If the two-photon process

e+e~ —> e+e~ + hadrons, (3)

is observed in the configuration where one of the scattered electrons is detected

at large angles and the other constrained to small angles by anti-tagging, it can

be interpreted as deep inelastic electron scattering off a quasi-real photon target

(Fig. 1). The data can then be used to measure the structure function F j of the

target photon since the cross-section for the process (3) can be expressed by the

approximation:

dxdy

The scaling variables x,y,and z are given by

Q2

- y + £,F3(X, * , } W . ) d . (4)

x = —

y =

E-y

where E7 is the energy of the target photon, W2 is the invariant mass of the



11 system, and the target density of quasi-real photons, f^/e(z), is given by

the Equivalent Photon Approximation (EPA). Equation (4) neglects a term

which, for our experimental configuration, is estimated to be small (^ 2%)

relative to the F j term.

3. APPARATUS AND EVENT SELECTION.

The experiment was performed using the TPC/Two Gamma facility at the

PEP e+e~ storage ring at SLAC. The data were collected at a center-of-mass en-

ergy of 29 GeV and correspond to an integrated e+e~ luminosity of approximately

75 pb"1 . A detailed description of the apparatus can be found elsewhere.* Here,

we summarize only the features pertinent to the analysis. Charged particles

were measured with the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) operating in a 0.4 T

solenoidal magnetic field. Particle identification was accomplished by simultane-

ous measurement of the mean ionization energy loss (dE/dx) and momentum

and the use of electromagenetic calorimeter information. Two proportional-mode

electromagnetic calorimeters (PTC) were used for detecting the tagging electrons.

The PTC is mounted on the magnet pole tips, just outside the TPC endcaps and

shares the 8.5 atmosphere Ar - CH4 gas volume with the TPC. Each module

consists of 51 aluminum-clad lead disks for a total thickness of 13.7 radiation

lengths. The sense wire orientations provide three stereo views for shower re-

construction. The PTC covers the forward angular region between 260 and 670

milliradians, corresponding to 18.3% of the entire solid angle. The measured

energy resolution for Bhabha events is 5.8% and the position resolution is 3 mm.

Particles emitted at smaller angles relative to the beam were detected by the For-



ward Spectometers. Each consisted of a high resolution Nal calorimeter (Nal) , a

lead-scintillation shower counter(SHW), and 15 drift chamber planes for charged

particle tracking. Information from the forward detectors was available to the

central detector data acquisition system toward the end of the data collection

cycle. Approximately 32% of the total luminosity used here contains readout

from the forward detectors.

In the offline analysis, events were selected which had a well-defined tag in

the Pole Tip Calorimeter together with a hadronic final state. The tag was

defined to be a reconstructed shower with energy greater than 6.0 GeV and

detected in the angular range 300 mrad < 0 < 650 mrad. To reduce background

from showers initiated by photons, it was further required that the cluster be

associated with a charged particle in the TPC. To ensure that the target photon

was quasi-real, events were eliminated which had energy clusters > 3.0 GeV in

one of the Nal, SHW,or PTC calorimeters on the side opposite to the tag. Data

with complete calorimeter readout was used to correct the data for which Nal

and SHW information was not available. The magnitude of this correction was

estimated to be 10.5 ± 2.3%.

Hadronic final states were selected by requiring the presence of at least three

particles in addition to the tag. At least two of these had to be charged particles

with pt > 200 MeV. Particle identification, done primarily by using dE/dx infor-

mation from the TPC, was used to assign masses to the observed particles and

further aided in removing background from QED processes. At least one of the

charged particles had to be a clearly identified hadron, and low multiplicity events

in which all charged particles were consistent with being electrons were rejected.



Additionally, /z/47 events were expunged using muon chamber and dE/dx infor-

mation, and samples of accepted and rejected events, including every event in our

final selection, were subjected to 'hand' scanning. Since the detector acceptance

at very low 77 center-of-mass energies is small, the total, visible invariant mass of

the final state system ,WV;,, was required to exceed 1.5 GeV. Unlike annihilation

channel processes, genuine single-tagged two-photon events have an unobserved

high momentum electron and so tend to exhibit large measured pI-imbalance in

the direction opposite to the tag. It was required that this imbalance exceed

4 GeV . Mis-identified double tagged and single photon annihilation events were

eliminated by restricting the total visible energy (including the tag) to be less

than 20 GeV and the total transverse momentum to be less than 3 GeV. With

these selection criteria, a sample of 285 events was obtained.

Several background processes which can simulate the single tag, hadronic final

state have been investigated by Monte Carlo techniques. The largest source of

background is due to e+e~ annihilation, estimated to contribute 7.2± 1.6% to the

final data sample. Other background sources include the two photon production

of r -pairs (5.2 ± 0.6%) and the inelastic Compton reaction (4.6 ± 0.2%). These

background processes were subtracted statistically from the final data sample.

Beam-gas background was estimated to be £> 1.5 % by examination of side-

bands to the event vertex distribution. Contributions from the QED processes

7*y -+ e+e~ ,fifi and e+e~ —» rf were found to be negligible.



4. DATA ANALYSIS.

Our analysis of the data closely parallels that of our previous low Q2 mea-
12

flurement and we again use the unfolding method of V. Blobel to correct for

particle losses and the effects of finite detector resolution.

To correct the data by the unfolding method, a complete Monte Carlo si-

multion of the kinematics of the process (3), fragmentation of the 77 system,

and response of the detector to the final state particles was required. The 77

system was generated according to equation (4) with one electron scattered at au

angle greater than 200 milliradians and with W > l.OGeV in order to cover the

acceptance for our event selection safely. Any known input structure function

can be used in the Monte Carlo. We used one constant in x and proportional

to >/Q - a choice which conveniently gives a reasonable description of the data
and provides for some comparison of data and Monte Carlo distributions prior to

unfolding. The final state was generated as a superposition of two models which

differed according to the qq angular distributions in 'he 77 centre of momentum

system. In one model (hereafter, model A), the quarks were distributed with

limited pt relative to the 77* axis, with < p» > ~ 300MeV, and in the second

model (model B) the quarks were given the fermion-pair angular distribution of

the process 77 —* fifi. In both models, standard constituent masses were used

and the quark flavors were chosen according to the Quark Parton Model (QPM).

The quarks were fragmented into hadrons according to the LUND scheme. The

Monte Carlo events were processed through a detailed detector simulation pro-

gram and subjected to the same selection criteria as the data. The simulations

indicate that, whereas the event Q2 is well-determined (^£ =; 7%), typically only



65% of the final state is detected. This leads to a detector-dependent systematic

shift of the x-distribution to larger values. The distribution of measured x, xVj,,

however, remains well-correlated with the true value (Figure 2).

The unfolding procedure determines an x-dependent weight which, when ap-

plied to the Monte Carlo events, best reproduces the observed distributions of

Xv» and Q2. The possible correlation between x and Q2 (due to the kinematic

threshold in W) was taken into consideration by assuming a factorized form for

the structure function:

F2(*,Q2) = f(*)g(Q2) (6)

Inclusion of the weight g(Q2) has the effect of interpolating the result to a fixed

value of Q2 = < Q2 > = 22.4GeV2. The precise form of the function g is not

critical and a linear ansatz with g(< Q2 >) = 1 was found to describe the data

adequately. (Setting g = 1 for all Q2 was found to produce only small changes

in the results - the effects of which have been included in the systematic errors.)

Since the detector acceptance is sensitive to the pt distribution of the pro-

duced hadrons it is important that the Monte Carlo accurately reproduce this

distribution. In the lab frame, the pt of individual tracks is dominated by the rel-

atively high pt of the tag and we find that either of these models well-reproduces

the observed pt-distribution of the data (Figure 3a). In Figures 3b-3d both of

the Monte Carlo models and data are compared for the variables Q2, WVu, and

charged multiplicity. The Monte Carlo distributions have been weighted by the

results of the unfolding. In all cases, satisfactory agreement with the data is

obtained.



The unfolding results given below are subject to several sources of systematic

error. Uncertainties in the luminosity of the data and Monte Carlos were esti-

mated to be 5% and < 1% respectively. We attribute a systematic error of 4%

to the simulation of the trigger and 7% to the remainder of the detector simu-

lation. We allow for an uncertainty of 2% in the subtraction of the backgound.

Correction for incomplete calorimeter read-out contributes an additional 2.5%.

Residual target mass corrections are expected to be small and have not been ap-

plied to our data. Nevertheless we conservatively estimate a 5% systematic error

from this source based on studies made for our low Q2 data. Finally, we achieve

very stable results under variation of the Q2 weighting and choice of Monte Carlo

model used in the unfolding. Uncertainties of 10% for x < 0.3 and 4% for x > 0.3

were estimated. Adding in quadrature the other systematic errors, we find a total

of 14% in the low x region and 11% above x of 0.3.

5. RESULTS.

In Figure 4, we show the result of unfolding the structure function for the

background subtracted data interpolated to the mean Q2 of 22.4GeV2 and com-

pared with QCD. Although the result was found to be insensitive to the particular

choice of Monte Carlo model used to perform the unfolding, we used a superposi-

tion of models A and B comprising 13% of model A. This mixture was motivated

by a fit to the pt distribution of charged tracks in the reconstructed 77 centre

of momentum frame relative to the 77 axis. In Figure 5, we compare this distri-

bution with that of the two models which are now clearly distinguishable with

the data favouring a mixture dominated by Model B. This result is consistent

10



with our low Q2 measurement where the data showed the development of such

point-like structure with increasing Q2.

The higher order, regularised QCD calculations of Antoniadis and Grunberg

were performed assuming four flavours of massless quarks. In the case of the

c-quark, however, mass threshold effects remain significant for the kinematic

range of our experiment. We therefore recomputed the QCD solutions for F"B

and A(x,t) for u,d and s quarks only. In the case of the charm quark, QCD

corrections to the lowest order diagram are expected to be small. We therefore

estimated its contribution by the QPM model, assuming a mass of 1.6 GeV, and

added it to the 3-flavour QCD prediction. At fixed Q2, the charm production

threshold then occurs at x ~ 0.7.

We dednce an upper limit for the hadronic component from our low Q2

data. The low Q2 data were fitted to a parameterisation of the valence and sea

contributions of the form:

F2(x,Q2) = Axa(l - x)T + B(l - xf (10)

(See Reference 8 for details). This represents a safe upper limit for Fig*1 at

Q2 = 0.7GeV2. The moments of the two pieces were evolved from their initial

values up to Q2 = 22.4GeV2 using QCD evolution equations appropriate for

hadronic targets16 . New parameters A, B, a, /?and7 were then obtained by fitting

to the evolved moments. The results of this evolution are shown in Figure 6.

The suppression in the mid-to-high x range is quite large.

When we fit the QCD prediction to our data assuming that the above rep-

resents an upper limit for F ^ and using a lower limit of 0, we find that the

11



range of the Â g? values so-obtained is about half that for our previous mea-

surement at Q2 = 5.1GeV2. With the full hadronic component included, we

find Aĵ g = 215 ± 55MeV and t = 0 compared with Ajjjg = 119 ± 34MeV with

t = 0.13, for no hadronic component. The latter yields a better fit to the data

with xi t/d.o.f = 0.9. This compares with a value of 4.8 if the hadronic component

is included.

In conclusion, we have measured the photon structure function, Fj in the

range 10.0 < Q2 < 60.0GeV2. By using the regularisation scheme of Antoniadis

and Grunberg and assuming that the hadronic component of the photon evolves

like other hadronic targets as Q2 increases, we find A ĵg is bounded by the values

119 ± 34 < Aĵ g < 215 ± 55MeV.

FIGURE CAPTIONS.

Figure 1. The two photon process in e+e~ collisions.

Figure 2. Correlation of xvj§ with x.

Figure 3 . Distributions of track pt (a), Q2 (b), Wvi, (c) and number of

charged tracks (d) in the data compared with the distributions for Model A

(dotted histograms) and Model B (full histograms).

Figure 4. The measured structure function F^(x) at Q2 = 22.4GeV2 com-

pared with regularised QCD models, assuming no hadronic component (solid

curve) and a hadronic component deduced from low Q2 measurements (dotted

curve - see text).
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Figure 5. Distribution of track pt relative to the TY axis compared with

Monte Carlo models A (dotted histogram) and B (solid histogram).

Figure 6. Evolution of the upper limit for F£ad from Q2 = 0.7GeV2 (upper

curve) to Q2 = 22.4GeV2 (lower curve).
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FIG. 5 TPC/27 PRELIMINARY
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